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Abstract 
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What is Data Driven Learning (DDL)?

Language Learning involving the consultation of a corpus
Whether ~

1. Of a language as a whole
• Ex Brown Corpus (1960s)

• 1 million words
• 500 textes on 15 topics of 2000 words

• Ex BNC (1980s)
• 100 million words
• >4000 texts on 100 topics of 25,000 words

• Ex COCA, Subtlex, TenTen … 

2. Or the language of a course/curriculum 
• Texts + Media + Tests + Talk
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Corpus – read and interpreted how ?
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‘Teachables’ in a corpus output

Typical collocations of words
(‘hommes’ before ‘femmes’)

Forms of words typically employed
(‘femmes’ way more 
frequent than ‘femme’)

+ much more



The learning principle of DDL

Learners generalize from language data 

• Rather than learn rules and apply them to data
• Using Bottom-Up not Top-Down processing

.. aided by computation

• Data assembled by computer software
• Patterns exposed by computer software

• To different degrees for different linguistic phenomena
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The place of DDL within SLA
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Example of a DDL learning activity
Constructing word meanings from raw-ish vs from pre-processed data

vs.→
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Example of software making sense
of language data
• Obvious example is TTS 

(text-to-speech)

• Algorithms pull the [ˈfaɪt]
and [ˈnaɪt] out of fight and
night

• Makes the link between 
speech and text
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Example of software making sense
of language data (2)
• Concordance lines sorted by VP (= frequency; more comprehensible first)
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Why should this learning approach ‘work’ ?
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+4 related to Arabic speaking learner
• Lends itself to group problem solving tasks
• Does not encourage a surface memory 

approach 
• Rather encourages depth & transfer

• Can work at the processing level & target 
L1→L2 processing differences

• Allows practice of test formats (can re-
randomize corpus data for tests) 



Should work but does it ?
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A 2017 meta-analysis compares DDL to a range of other
ways of learning

Vocabulary
Multi-Word Units
Syntax
Grammar
Culture

With DDL ‘winning’ by an av. 
effect size of 1.5 (by 1.5 std. 
deviations)

Ex. Control Group  M= 65, SD=15
DDL Group         M= 87, SD=15



None of the studies in the meta-analysis took place 
in the Gulf area

But they could have, because DDL and the Arabic 
speaking learner are a good fit 

I will make my case with reference to a learning approach that 
was/is not a good fit

Namely the approach used in many Gulf language centers in their 
pre-academic ESL/ESP programs in the 1980s

• As set up by people like me
• 1980s up to … ?
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Pre-academic EFL/ESL/ESP in the Gulf c. 1985
* What do Ss actually need preparing for content study in English?

(In order)

• Strong Reading  - textbooks and articles => esp. vocabulary

• Strong Listening - lectures in English => esp. vocabulary, => esp recognition in speech of words 
known in writing

• Basic Speaking  - for asking questions in class => esp. pronunciation

• Basic writing - to be graded more for content than correctness

* What did they get ? (in order)

• Grammar focused exercises loaded with unknown vocabulary component

• Grammar focused writing practice focused on error correction

• Reading practice with uncontrolled vocab

• Little distinction between kinds of reading

• Listening practice with uncontrolled vocab and no instruction beyond practice

• Random speaking practice with minimal pronunciation focus

• Ex, little even on p/b and word stress

(Any guesses why grammar was the major emphasis?)
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ESL in the Gulf c. 1985
Based on no particular learner analysis

What and how were learners taught in high school? Unknown
What are their strengths and weaknesses? Unknown
What are their motivations to learn English? Unknown

Thus assumptions were simply imported from experience with 
US/European learners who were normally ~

Acquiring a cognate-rich language
Often for no particular purpose

Holidays
Use heritage language to raise GPA
Relatively low-stakes
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ESL in the Gulf c. 1985
Based on no particular culture analysis

• Culture normally provides the ‘prior knowledge’ or ‘framing 
schemata’ on which learning can proceed

• The culture assumed in US/UK/European ESL course books 
often amounts to shopping trips, parties, dating, etc –

• unfamiliar at best, distracting at worst

• Pedagogical culture often includes task formats that are unfamiliar 
to the Ss

• And could be sprung on them in a high-stakes tests
• ‘Unscramble the sequence of sentences summarizing this text’ 
• ‘Choose the best paraphrase of the main idea of this text’
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ESL in the Gulf c. 1985
Based on no particular culture analysis

Worse still  ~ 
While imposing foreign schemata, we ignored what could be useful in the 
schemata the Ss brought with them, such as ~

• A tendency toward cooperative learning and peer teaching 
• Little exploited
• Viewed mainly as ‘cheating’ 

• Potential processing advantages of a lifetime reading Arabic
• Greater context-sensitivity (T B Cont’d)
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ESL in the Gulf c. 1985
Based on no particular linguistic analysis

What affordances and challenges will transfer in from an L1 Arabic? Unknown
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ESL in the Gulf c. 1985
Based on no particular research culture

… whether international or in-house

• Little or no research among the teaching staff
• Despite MAs and PhDs

• Not encouraged by institutions through promotion policies 
• Though not particularly discouraged

• Even where encouraged, was not focused on local realities
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Yet, usable research eventually there was 
(1990s -) 

• Either through TESOL Arabia conferences
• Starting in about 1995

• Or when Gulf veterans went home to do PhDs
• How long did this research take to get back to the Gulf?
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The Observer newspaper recently showed how easy it is, given a suitable story and a 
smattering of jargon, to obtain information by bluff from police computers. Computer 
freaks, whose hobby is breaking into official systems, don't even need to use the phone. 
They can connect their computers directly with any database in the country. Computers 
do not alter the fundamental issues. But they do multiply the risks. They allow more data 
to be collected on more aspects of our lives, and increase both its rapid retrievability and 
the likelihood of its unauthorized transfer from one agency which might have a legitimate 
interest in it, to another which does not. Modern computer capabilities also raise the 
issue of what is known in the jargon as 'total data linkage' the ability, by pressing a few 
buttons and waiting as little as a minute, to collate all the information about us held on all 
the major government and business computers into an instant dossier on any aspect of 
our lives.

1990s begins to see usable research
• At first observational/anecdotal at conferences

• Here is a reading passage from Headway (1991) used with low intermediate             
pre-Commerce Ss in a General English course 

• Presented by me at TESOL-Arabia, Al Ain, UAE, 1995 to show a bad mismatch
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1990s begins to see usable research
Another example

• Teacher-talk transcriptions in a domain-based approach
• These published by Arden-Close in 1993 in ESP Journal
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From a chemistry lecturer
“Trying to convey the idea of a "carbon fluoride bond" 
a chemistry lecturer tries a series of progressively 
more common analogies: teflon pans, a tug of war, an 
assembly line, all to no avail. “

From a biology lecturer
“The first time I gave a hybridization analogy, I 
talked about dogs, and then I switched to goats; 
and then it even dawned on me that some of 
them aren't going to know that if you mix two 
different kinds of goats they come out looking in 
between, and I didn't know all the specific terms 
there, what their two different breeds of goats are 
called –

you can talk about mixing colours, but a lot of 
them don't know their colours yet.”



1990s begins to see usable research
Eventually explanatory research emerges

1) L1 Affordances

Arabic words demand greater contextual input for identification
Owing to unstated vowels in tri-consonantal roots 

Ex  كتب K-T-B = ‘books’ ‘he wrote’ ‘have somebody write’ ‘it is written’ etc
English words are more self-contained, less context determined (Abu-Rabia & Siegel, 1995)

But imagine English words  without vowels: reading, you come to ct - is it cat, cut, caught, 
cot? 

Result: Contextual skills developed for Arabic 
should be exploitable

E.g., in inferring new word meanings from context
Assuming they know enough of the other words in the context
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1990s begins to see usable research
Eventually explanatory

2) L1 Challenges

Arabic speakers problems with word identification and reproduction 
(spelling) is traced to a different locus of word perception 

Reaction Time studies (RT; Randall, 1988)
“Is there an X in each string?”
Time to answer is measured in msec

Result: Arabic speakers find x more quickly when at centre of word

English speakers when x is at the left 

A ‘cognitive process transfer’ unlikely to be helpful
24
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But what were the pedagogical implications of 
these insights?

•How could they be used to improve learning?
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One obvious implication:
<< Teach Lexis >>

For both breadth and depth

Most of the 1990s Gulf research focused on lexis
Yet I never saw a vocabulary course in 10 years

• No research into the vocabulary Ss knew v. what they needed
• While 100s of hours were poured into grammar instruction

• Which is known to be highly interactive with the lexis that 
carries it

• Yet ironically the major use of class time on any given day
was vocab 
• But handled ad hoc

• Without plan, method, system, or explicit testing
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So, in general we had set up a fairly under-
informed enterprise
Despite the money and number of dedicated and intelligent people 
involved

• Many with research experience

• That was rarely applied

• Despite the emergence of applied linguistics, 1970s ~

• Despite the amount we didn’t know

• Despite the high-stakes risks for the Ss
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What might data driven learning 
contribute to this picture?

Some concrete proposals follow
Many with prototypes tested in a Gulf context

Discussed via my own software ‘www.lextutor.ca’
Though other software could be used

In two scenarios:
1. A general EFL/ESL course
2. A domain specific course
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Scenario 1. A general EFL/ESL course

Adding a DDL component would need
• a general corpus of the target language

• Ideally a pedagogically oriented corpus 
• (BNC/Coca, not BNC or Coca)
• And word lists derived from this corpus
• Set up to run in a text profiler

• + a corpus of all the Ss’ existing learning materials
• Including old texts and exams if possible

What would having these enable us to do? →
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For starters, we could quantify the problem of 
‘The Observer’ text (seen earlier)

This text is readable with resources to Ss who know 3,000 word families 
Readable independently with 7,000 known fams                          - Nation (2006)

- Laufer (2022) etc



Esp. seen against the vocab testing such corpora 
and lists make possible

Either 
off-the-shelf 
k-level 
tests

32



Or randomized Yes-No Level Tests
Teacher made, computer assisted
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Comparing course text profiles to learner test 
scores showed that…
Text analysis
• The “Observer” text profile is typical of pre-academic ESL course books 

used in the Gulf
• Knowledge of 2500-3,000 word-families is the target

• Higher with domain-specific corpus

Testing
• … while few Gulf Ss were coming out of school with more than 1,000 words

• Many with less
• Many Ss’ knowledge is giving them ≈ 75% lex coverage in their readings

• 95% is minimum for basic comprehension
• Or inference of meaning of novel items
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‘Observer’ with 1,000 words known: 78% coverage
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Similar for a v. basic science text: 75% coverage
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• The Moon's shape appears to change from a crescent to a half 

circle, to a whole circle, and back again. These changes are 

caused by the way sunlight strikes the Moon as it revolves around 

Earth. Earth's Moon The Moon is a sphere made of rock that 

revolves around Earth once every Earth days. As it revolves the 

Moon also rotates once on its axis in the same amount of time. 

As a result the same side of the Moon the near side always faces 

Earth. The other side faces away from Earth so you cannot see it 

from Earth. The Moon does not make its own light Moonlight is 

really sunlight reflecting from the Moon’s surface. To reflect 

means to bounce off. The reflected sunlight makes the side of the 

Moon facing the Sun look bright Sun. The Moon's surface reflects 

light, but the Moon does not make its own light. If the same side 

of the Moon always faces Earth, why does the Moon appear to 

change shape? As it revolves around Earth, the Moon's near side 

receives different amounts of sunlight. 

So any contextual 
affordance from Arabic 
will not come into play



With a dedicated vocab course

• E.g., following a ‘Learner as Lexicographer’ model
• After testing, each student is in target=2k or 3k level

• 1000 words/10 weeks = 100 words per week

• Some are known – task is build a glossary of those not
• Ss’ decide which words – learner agency etc

• Find clear example for each in the corpus, + definition, + enter in 
personal database

• + weekly quiz

37

Following testing and profiling, the first peda-task 
for DDL is to quickly increase the breadth of 
general vocabulary knowledge



• This is 
the software 
I used
for such a 
course, 1990s

• At KSU, then 
SQU

1) LIST (2k or 3k)

2) CONCORDANCE

3) MEANS TO
EXTRACT A 
GLOSSARY

4) QUIZZES

38
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With one big surprise:

When I have used this 
approach, the 
emergent glossaries 
become a shared 
learning resource

Costing reams of 
paper !

Needed! software to 
facilitate collaborative 
dimension

Typical ‘Learner-as-Lexicographer’ Glossary 
from Oman, 1993



Format of 
weekly quizzes

Here is “C” week

(Significant 
labour)

40
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Updated software, as used in 2021 by 100+ institutions
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+ automated 
weekly
tests 

(A) Weekly →

Because 
randomly 
generated, can
be practiced
in advance 
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Advantages of
Auto-Randomized Test
• Cannot be known in advance

• Found + copied etc
• (All Nation’s tests are 

widely available)

• Can be practised
• Ss can make any number

of practice tests for
mobile phone

• Unlike any fixed test

• Economical
No time-consuming 
(engagement limiting) 
labour for teachers 
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… + remediated 
as needed
with Flashcards

(linked from 
test)

(Always with 
TTS)
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(B) Mid-Term + 
Final  test →

1. spell from 
TTS

Also 
practiceable

Linked from 
home page
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Mid-Term + 
Final test →
2. apply meaning 
to novel context
(transfer)

Also 
practiceable
(E.g. practice
online, paper 
test)
All linked from 
home page 47



Summary: Vocab course

Words are ~ 

• Identified by testing

• Numerous

• Met in a variety of aspects, contexts, and tasks
• In and out of context

• Will be re-met in situ in regular learning materials (the corpus)

+ but DDL can also support other areas of a language course →
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Corpus 
based 
grammar 

1 prep

tutorial→
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Corpus 
based 
grammar 

1 as prep 
tutorial
2 as 
embedded 
links in Ss 
writing →

Gaskell & 
Cobb 2004



Morpho-
logy in
context
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Reading 
with
resources
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Reading 
with
resources
+ listening
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And the U-Shaped curve?
(Of Arabophones’ word recognition)

No simple solution to this

•But massive exposure and fluency practice are a 
first guess at a pedagogy
• Corpus is a massive source of input

• If it can be carved up in an engaging manner

• Fluency practice →
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Fluency practice
• This can not happen with The Observer text

• It is the ‘hard going’ type of reading
• Which has some uses but not a steady diet

• Fluent reading takes place with texts that contain ~
• 98% well-known words

• = recognized in < 900 msecs

• Where do such texts come from
• Simplified stories, extensive reading  – rare in 1990s Gulf but always

successful when used
• Bookworms, SRA Kits 

• Or make your own
• Computer-assisted text modification →
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(1) Achieve 98% known words with text modification



(2) Reduce word recognition speed
Get it closer to native speaker’s 700-900 msecs. How?

RT for word recognition can improve with practice
• A certain amount of practice happens with fluent reading 

itself
• E.g. of modified texts etc

• Not quickly

But RT can also be tackled directly
• Speed-rewarding computer games can drop RT

• ‘Word Coach’ study (Cobb & Horst, 2011) found a 43% 
decrease in recognition time for common words after 
a few hours game use

57

Pre-Med 
English, 
KSU, 1986



But off-the-shelf games have problems
● No corpus, dictionary based
● Unadaptable to user content
● Extra hardware $$$ 58



Solution
Adapt an RT research tool that runs 

over WWW on mobile phone

Using common RT designs - such 

as lexical decision task

This one asks ‘Are these real 

words?’

Records are kept when errors=0
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Solution
Adapt an RT research tool that runs 

on mobile phone

Or, using a design from the U-

shape curve study:

“Are these

words same or different?” →

From Ryan & Meara

(1991)
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And finally

DDL and responsible testing
Testing is about knowledge transfer to a novel context

• As noted, corpus is particularly transfer friendly
• Provides numerous opportunities to practise transfer

• RE-randomizations from the corpus

• Test must require only transferable knowledge
• Transferrable from what was taught
• How can this be guaranteed?

1. Familiar task types
2. Familiar vocabulary and grammar

Let’s look just at vocab:
How can a test be tested to contain only words previously met? →
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Software for ethical testing: Text-Lex Comparison 

• Course Corpus is entered as the ‘first’ text
• Exam Draft as ‘second’ text

• Output is percent of lexical overlap
• Shared words / unique words x 100

• Since < 5% novel items can be inferred, minimum overlap is 
95%   

• If inference had been part of the teaching
• Therefore re-write until this is the case

Example from a recent in-house reading course in Canada →
• KSU-1980s must have been similar
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Of course, ideally DDL work moves towards more 
and more formative evaluation

Ideally in 
collaborative 
setting

• Not mass 
summative 
testing, which 
better suits the 
rules-based 
grammar 
class 64



End Scenario 1
General ESL/EFL course
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Scenario 2:
DDL for a domain-based ESL or ESP course

All of the foregoing, 
• Vocab testing
• Text modification
• TTS work + Corpus grammar
• Fluency + intensive reading
•Ethical testing…

•PLUS a new corpus: domain texts divided by themes 
or units
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Domain corpus will pose new vocab 
challenges
• Need for an explicit list

• For 1. testing and 2. vocab supplement alongside reading 

• However, making a list  ≠ borrowing Nation’s list

• List cannot be based only on frequency
• High frequency item can be all from one text or course unit

• We need to find word families that are both frequent plus occur across texts

• For this we need a software package called Range
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Example –
‘medical’ corpus of Dr House TV series, all 8 
seasons  
• Input to Range as a zip file

68

Range output looks like this →
With 1+2k stopped
+ proper nouns stopped
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JUST < 100 WORDS PRE-MED Ss 
ARE GOING TO MEET OVER AND 
OVER IN THESE MATERIALS

ADJUST PARAMS FOR LARGER OR 
SMALLER

NOW WHAT IS NEEDED IS A 
PEDAGOGY TO DELIVER THESE 
WORDS

IN A VOCAB FOCUS COURSE TO 
ACCOMPANY THE USUAL READING 
ACTIVITIES



TWO STEPS

• FIRST Are Ss ready for 
the specialist list?

• Average k-level of Dr House 
list = 4

• SD=1.63

• Thus k=2 to k=6
• Test Ss with a Levels type 

test as before

• Ss who know fewer than 3,000 words of General English will need remediation to reach 3k
• Use procedures already described

• REF Hwang & Nation
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SECOND

When ready, Ss build a glossary of the Core 
Lexicon (about four weeks) 

- Then incorporate the rest from their reading

How?

Using these DDL tools

(1) the specialist corpus and 
(2) an Interactive Database

• … collaboratively
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(Recall      - the need for collaborative software for 
the ‘learner as lexicographer’ project) 

Here it is→
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Or by 
mobile
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… Ss practice for weekly quiz with this



… then the weekly or final paper quiz is either a variant of what 
they have practised (‘near transfer’)

79

Fill the gap in the example



Or a
connected 
passage
focused on 
target words

(‘far transfer’)

• For meaning 

• For morphology

• For multiword
units
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Gp Lex has elements of ‘social media’

• Users show unexpected interest in doing quizzes with 
their classmates’ words & examples (Oman and 
elsewhere)

• Discussions overheard ~
• “That is not the correct definition for this use of the word…”

• “Your example does not make the word’s meaning clear…”

• “This is a verb not a noun”
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But where do the ‘comprehensible examples’ 
for Group Lex come from?
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So ~
We could go on, but perhaps the point is made
“DDL and the Arabic speaking learner is a particularly good match”

• Culture schemas are much reduced

• Meta-language is much reduced

• Vocab problem is met head on

• Contextual skills of L1 are exploited in 
concordance format

• Word perception issue from L1 is 
tackled (RT work)

• Speech-writing matches are assured 
(TTS work)

• Collaboration is built into the program 

• Several choices are left to learners

• Transfer is targeted, not hit and miss

• Computers, phones, and social media 
are known motivators

• Guess-work in testing is eliminated or 
reduced

• Some drudgery is removed from
teaching (quizzes, writing feedback) 
freeing up teachers for interaction

• All tests can be practiced in advance & 
to the extent desired

• Lextutor & related software is free & 
well supported  (AntConc, Antprofiler)

• Most of these ideas have research 
support
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